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Docket No. RM. 2011-7

COMMENTS OF NEW MEDIA RIGHTS
New Media Rights submits the following comments in response to the Notice of Inquiry
of Exemption to Prohibition on Circumvention of Copyright Protection Systems for Access
Control Technologies.1 In its Notice, the Copyright Office seeks comments on all proposed
exemptions submitted before December 1, 2011.
These comments address the proposed exemptions requested by the Electronic Frontier
Foundation (“EFF”), Proposed Classes 5, 7B, and 7C.2
Proposed Class 5 includes “[c]omputer programs that enable wireless telephone
handsets ("smartphones") and tablets to execute lawfully obtained software applications,
where circumvention is undertaken for the purpose of enabling interoperability of such
applications with computer programs on the handset or tablet.”
Proposed Class 7B includes “[a]udiovisual works on DVDs that are lawfully made and
acquired and that are protected by the Content Scrambling System, where circumvention is
undertaken for the purpose of extracting clips for inclusion in primarily noncommercial videos
that do not infringe copyright, and the person engaging in the circumvention believes and has
reasonable grounds for believing that circumvention is necessary to fulfill the purpose of the
use.”
Proposed Class 7C includes “[a]udiovisual works that are lawfully made and acquired via
online distribution services, where circumvention is undertaken for the purpose of extracting
clips for inclusion in primarily noncommercial videos that do not infringe copyright, and the
person engaging in the circumvention believes and has reasonable grounds for believing that
circumvention is necessary to fulfill the purpose of the use, and the works in question are not
readily available on DVD.
New Media Rights strongly supports the EFF’s proposed exemptions as they would not
only benefit consumers, but are in harmony with the spirit, purpose, and law of the Copyright
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I. COMMENTING PARTY
New Media Rights (NMR) is a project of the non-profit Utility Consumers' Action
Network. New Media Rights provides one-to-one assistance to internet users, consumers,
artists, non-profits, startups, and other creators who share their work online. When not helping
individuals, we particularly focus on assisting organizations that provide better access to public
information, more business and government accountability, or new perspectives to the cultural
landscape. Our core mission is to ensure that quality legal help is available for internet users
and digital creators, and to use our experience working one-to-one with individuals to inform
both policy work and development of public resources and guides in the that will benefit these
communities.

II. COMMENTS
A. Proposed Class 5: Renewing the jailbreaking exempting for smartphones and extending
the exemption to tablets would allow for increased competition and innovation.
The exemption in Proposed Class 5 should be renewed and extended to tablets,
thereby allowing consumers to jailbreak their devices. The ability to jailbreak is essential for
competition and innovation. It is currently estimated that 44% of Americans own a smartphone
and 19% of Americans own a tablet.4 5 These numbers are expected to continue to increase
over the next year. The manufacturers of these devices have attempted to limit the use of
these devices by blocking otherwise legal, independently created software applications, known
as apps, that have not been approved by either the device manufacturer, the operating system
maker, or the wireless carrier. Consumers have been able to work around these restrictions
by jailbreaking, or rooting, their devices. Jailbreaking has allowed consumers to engage in
otherwise legal activity that is blocked by the device manufacturer, operating system maker,
or wireless carrier. Jailbreaking has given consumers an alternative marketplace to purchase
apps, allowed consumers to gain a better understanding of how their devices work, and
encouraged growth and development in the smartphone and tablet markets. The increased
competition and innovation that results from jailbreaking has helped combat censorship and
given consumers the ability to exercise self help. The exemption proposed in Class 5 is a
narrow exception that would not have an effect on copyright owners ability to pursue copyright
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infringement. NMR joins EFF in urging the Librarian to renew the jailbreaking exemption and to
expand the exemption to include tablets.
1. Jailbreaking provides consumer protection since it fosters increased competition that leads
to more choice, less censorship, and pressure for official app stores to improve their systems.
Jailbreaking on both iOS and Android, Apple and Google’s mobile operating systems
respectively, has lead to increased competition. When iOS and the iPhone first came out in
June 2007, there was no Apple App Store. The only way to get additional apps onto the phone
was by jailbreaking. Jailbreaking methods were being distributed online by August 2007, only
two months after the iPhone was released.6 The Apple App Store was not launched until July
2008, a year after the iPhone was released.7 Today, jailbreaking on iOS has lead to the creation
of a competing app store called Cydia. This alternative app store is only available on jailbroken
iOS devices. Cydia hosts a wide range of apps that are not available in the official Apple App
Store due to Apple’s strict approval process. The Apple approval process has been criticized
by numerous developers as being unpredictable, unclear, and subjective.8 The competition
provided by Cydia allows consumers to access many otherwise legal applications that were
rejected by Apple and encourages Apple to continuously improve its own App Store to compete
with Cydia.
The app Frash, available in Cydia, provides iOS users with the ability to view Adobe Flash
content. Apple made a business decision to block flash from their iOS devices. This decision
was motivated by Apple’s desire to adopt the HTML 5 standard and control the user experience
on iOS. This decision frustrated a portion of the iOS user base since it prevented iOS users from
accessing certain material online. This decision to block flash at the time made flash based
online games and flash videos unavailable from iOS devices.9 The jailbreaking community
allowed consumers to make their own decisions about using Flash on their devices, and gave
consumers the ability to access otherwise legal content that happened to be delivered via Flash
technology.
Jailbreaking Android phones, commonly referred to as rooting, also allows for increased
competition. The process of rooting an Android phone allows a user to install applications
that are not available in the Android Market, a process referred to as sideloading. This
allows for consumers to access applications not approved by Google to be in the mainstream
marketplace or apps in the Android Market that are blocked by the cell phone service provider.
For instance, Verizon blocked the app Google Wallet on the Samsung Galaxy Nexus.10 Google
Wallet is an application that allows for users to use their phone to pay at certain locations.
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Verizon’s motive in blocking this application was argued by some to be related in part to the
company’s plans for designing a similar payment system in the future.11
Alternative marketplaces also provide a safety valve to censorship by OS makers,
wireless carriers, and device manufacturers, who use their gatekeeping power to control what
apps and services we can access. In the past, Apple has denied apps such as iSinglePayer that
advocated for a single payer health care system because it had a strong political message.12 In
the case of iSinglePayer, Apple later reversed the decision after the story started circulating on
the web, but not every developer receives the same attention. Apps like Obama Trampoline
and MyShoe, an app where the user could throw a shoe at President Bush, were both denied
by Apple.13 Another app, FreedomTime, that provided a clock that counted down to the end of
President Bush’s term was rejected because the content violated the Community Standards.14
The Community Standard Apple cited stated, “Applications must not contain any obscene,
pornographic, offensive or defamatory content or materials of any kind (text, graphics, images,
photographs, etc.), or other content or materials that in Apple’s reasonable judgement may be
found objectionable by iPhone or iPod touch users.”15 Developers are forced to guess what will
be seen as objectionable to “Apple’s reasonable judgement.” The rejection comes after the
developers have already invested time and money into the app. This encourages developers to
play it safe since rejected apps will mean lost time and profit.
Additionally, Apple’s method of screening apps to determine what content is
appropriate has been inconsistent. For example, Gizmodo reported on Feb 3, 2012 that a
scientific article on the penis had been rejected, while an article entitled “50 kinky sex moves”
had been cleared.16 Both articles were in magazines released through iBooks and both were
marketed for ages 12+. The reason given by Apple for the rejection of the scientific article was
that the material did not correspond to the age group listed, 12+. Following this logic, Apple is
stating that a scientific article on male anatomy requires a higher age restriction then an article
about kinky sex positions. This inconsistency in App Store approval leads to censorship and
confusion among developers as to what content will be found to be appropriate by Apple.17
The alternative marketplaces enabled by jailbreaking give consumers an option to access
otherwise legal services and applications that the Operating System (OS) makers and wireless
carriers choose to block for business and political reasons. These alternative marketplaces
are only available though jailbreaking, and provide a safety valve to anti-competitive and
speech restrictive actions by gatekeepers including OS makers, wireless carriers, and device
11
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manufacturers.

2. Jailbreaking leads to increased innovation that provides consumers with new technology
and methods of self help.
The ability for people to jailbreak has led to greater innovation, leading to greater
consumer control over the wireless devices they use. OS Makers and device manufacturers
exercise control over the apps and services we can access on our devices through a) control of
the application stores, like the Apple App Store and the Android Market, and b) device
development.
Jailbreaking allows for faster innovation that provides new technologies and methods
of self help to consumers because these applications don’t require the same delay in approval.
Specifically, the ability to install non-Apple approved apps has allowed for people to correct for
concerns they have about the software and functioning of their device. For example, when the
iPhone first came out in 2007 there was no way to disable SMS preview, which automatically
displayed a preview of the actual content of a text message on the screen when it was received.
An application to fix this arrived almost instantly in the jailbreaking community. This feature
was not included in iOS until the firmware 3.0 update in 2009.18 Many iPhone users were
frustrated in the delay in addressing this privacy concern. Apple had made a design decision
to allow the text messages to preview. Without this exemption, the only choice users would
have is to sit back and wait for Apple to correct the problem. Jailbreaking allows for users to
take a proactive approach to solving these problems. It also puts pressure on Apple to address
concerns with its devices based on user experience and competition. The official Apple App
Store is not sufficient to apply this pressure since the approval process is controlled by Apple.
The Apple App Store’s policies often deny apps that change the user experience. Many
apps available through Cydia are barred from the App Store due to Apple’s App Store policies
intended to maintain a specific user experience. The app DisplayOut allows mirroring of
applications over HDMI for those apps that fail to support mirroring natively. Mirroring is when
the display of the iOS device is duplicated on another monitor. DisplayOut is barred from the
App Store because it needs to run actively in the background, a feature that Apple does not
allow.19 Apple originally did not allow any multitasking or background apps.20 Apple has since
loosened this policy to allow for some multitasking, but still has restrictions on background
activity.21 Jailbreaking allows consumers to make the decision if they want to allow apps to run
in the background.
There are also numerous apps available on Cydia that allow users to customize the
18
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home screen such as Winterboard and Dreamboard. One of the most popular apps on Cydia
is SBSettings.22 SBSettings adds a pop up window of the most popular settings, like brightness
and Bluetooth, allowing users to change these settings without going through the full list of
settings. Apps like this are barred from the App Store since they change the user experience.
These apps give consumers greater control over their devices and encourage technological
advancement.
Jailbreaking allows consumers to learn how their devices work. Americans have reached
the point where smartphones and tablets are no longer mysterious black boxes that no one
understands. Consumers want to know how their devices work and what information their
devices are recording. Recently a program called Carrier IQ, a spyware program that recorded
location, key presses, web history as well as other information, was discovered on many smart
phones, both Android and iOS.23 This program was included on both Android and iPhone by
the manufacturers.24 The only way to remove Carrier IQ was to jailbreak, or root, the phone.
Jailbreaking allows consumer to download apps that let them better monitor performance
statistics, real signal levels (dB on the cell antenna), and battery condition of their device. For
examples, the app Battery Logger Plus, available for jailbroken iPhones and iPads, provides
consumers with addition information of their battery usage.25
In addition to new features and performance monitoring, jailbreaking gives users the
ability to ensure the security of their wireless devices and to gain more understanding and
control over how their phone functions. Smartphones are often tied to a two year contract.
Unfortunately these 2 year contracts do not mean two years of operating system updates. For
Android, for example, the responsibility of providing operating system software updates lies
with the cell phone service provider for each model of phone. Often the service provider will
not continue to update Android for all the phone models, even if the phone manufacturers
provide updates. The less popular phone models get abandoned, leaving consumers vulnerable
to security flaws.26 A chart created by Michael Degusta illustrates that a vast number of
Android-based phones still under contract had operating systems that were 3 or more versions
behind the current version.27 Jailbreaking / rooting the phone allows the consumer to continue
to improve their phone and ensure security throughout the lifetime of the device.
Conclusion
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Jailbreaking allows consumers to truly own their devices. Without jailbreaking
consumers would be subject to a monopoly that would lead to censorship and stagnation of
technology. Tablets and smartphones are quickly becoming just as powerful and useful as
personal computers. It is only logical that these devices gain the same freedom of software
choice that users have enjoyed for years with PCs. Jailbreaking of smartphones and tablets
increases innovation and competition and is a benefit to the American consumer.

B. Proposed Class 7B: An exemption to Section 1201(a)(1) is still necessary for remix video
creators to meaningfully engage in non-infringing creativity by extracting content from DVDs
without unintentionally triggering assertions that their actions are prohibited by law.
One need not look beyond the first page of YouTube.com to discover videos that
contain content that once existed on a DVD. These ubiquitous videos, remixes, and vids,28
consist of both images and sounds of copyrighted material that have been transformed into
important noncommercial commentary or criticism of societal issues, and thus are noninfringing fair use or are protected by the First Amendment. Since this reuse and remix is in no
other way illegal, it is important to avoid needlessly chilling this speech in direct conflict with
the protections provided under the Copyright Act or Article 8, Section 1 of the Constitution.
Strict adherence to Section 1201(a)(1) has a significant negative impact on the ability of
everyday internet users, and the vast spectrum of creators who share online, to obtain clips
from DVD media in order to create works which would otherwise be protected under fair use.
Furthermore, silencing otherwise legitimate free speech and cultural activity is not only
harmful to society, but it is counterproductive to the goals of fair use. Therefore, NMR agrees
with and supports continuation of the Proposed Class 7B exemption to the Section 1201(a)(1)
anti-circumvention laws for the following reasons.
First, the proposed exemption is for a very limited, narrow use – that is, for only use
that is noncommercial and noninfringing, such as fair use where the purpose and character of
the reuse of an underlying work is transformative and noncommercial. Secondly, because the
exemption is narrow, copyright owners retain the right to pursue individuals that post content
that the copyright holder does not believe falls under fair use. Third, creators that reuse video
in fair use need to integrate the highest quality video clips available into their work and they
should not be made to settle for lower quality clips obtained by deficient, yet potentially legal,
video capturing technology. Finally, many of these creators often do not have access to legal
advice or counsel and are therefore subject to the whim or intimidation of large copyright
holders who usually have legal counsel readily available.
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1. The proposed exemption is limited to uses that do not infringe copyright and it is intended
to afford creators and remix artists an opportunity to fully assert their fair use defense in a
legal proceeding before such a defense is precluded as a result of Section 1201(a)(1)’s threat
of liability.
This exemption should be extended because it protects only a very narrow use that is
already protected under the Copyright Act -- uses that are determined to be fair. Without this
exemption, creators do not and will not get the opportunity to fully assert their legal defense
of fair use because circumvention of an access control measure would allow the copyright
holder to force a takedown of the reused video, even if the remix is clearly noncommercial or
educational.
This fact remains true today, especially since many of the remixed videos online
today have strong fair use arguments. These videos range from political, social, and cultural
commentary to scholarly videos, many of which utilize DVD material to help convey their
message. Many videos that reuse content online are inherently transformative because the
purpose of such videos go beyond providing mere entertainment and instead are meant to
comment, criticize, or educate the public. Due to the low cost of production, and the growth
of the internet and social media as low-cost distribution platforms, there are numerous
examples of videos available on the internet that reuse existing content for noncommercial
and noninfringing purposes. Often there is no other way to convey the same transformative
messages without utilizing certain copyrighted clips.
Take for example, pop culture critic Anita Sarkeesian, the creator and producer of
the Feminist Frequency, an online web series that deconstructs popular culture texts from a
feminist perspective. Ms. Sarkeesian, who transforms clips legally obtained from DVDs into fair
use videos, confirms that, “increasingly, video is the medium which the younger generations
engage with… [it] is a much more compelling and engaging experience then reading books,
articles and essays.” Ms. Sarkeesian understands the importance of using videos to keep her
audience engaged. Without this exemption, her educational message and fair use criticism
would be severely hindered by strict adherence to Section 1201(a)(1).
The freedom of speech and expression of Ms. Sarkeesian and other creators is an
essential part of American society. Indeed, the remix and reuse of content is becoming less
of a particular subculture, and more of a common way that everyday internet users interact
with the culture around them. If creators do not have an exemption available to rely on when
faced with legal challenges, much of the criticism and speech that is ubiquitous today could be
muted.
Another example is that of Sue Wilson, an Emmy award winning journalist and director
of the media reform documentary "Broadcast Blues." Ms. Wilson specifically makes “videos
to comment on how Radio and TV are misleading the public.” She hopes to “expose lies in the
media” and has stated that as a “documentarian and media critic, it is important to be able to
use examples of the media to make a point of how they are behaving. Without these clips, [the
criticism] means nothing.” As one can see from the perspective of Ms. Wilson, Ms. Sarkeesian
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and other creators that rely on content reuse to convey their message, using clips from DVDs is
an essential element in their efforts to express themselves share their perspectives.
Without this exemption, Ms. Wilson, Ms. Sarkeesian, and other creators would be
unable to make and distribute otherwise legal content without violating Section 1201(a)(1),
which would immediately trump any fair use defense they hoped to exercise. If there is no
exemption offered to Section 1201(a)(1), creators could be liable even when the work clearly
falls within the confines of fair use. Ms. Wilson and Ms. Sarkeesian’s work is representative
of thousands of other creators who rely on this exemption regularly to reuse content. An
exemption allows a safety valve to avoid making behavior illegal that is permitted by copyright
law and encouraged by the Constitution.

2. This exemption does not modify existing fair use law nor affect copyright holders’ ability
to pursue alleged infringers if the remixed work does not fall within the narrow exception of
fair use.
Granting this exemption does not strip the copyright holder of their rights under
copyright law. Nor does this exemption allow the creator or remix artist to use the copyrighted
work in an infringing manner. What and who this exemption protects is a limited and narrow
subclass of individuals who post works online that clearly fall within the contours of fair use.
If the copyright holder can show that the use of their work is not fair the holder may
still exercise all legal remedies available to her under the law because this exemption applies
only to content that has been made from works legally obtained and reused legally. Copyright
holders, for example, can still utilize DMCA takedown notices as well as cease and desist
letters to pursue infringing content. In no way does this exemption carve out a new defense
to copyright infringement, nor will it open up the floodgates to infringement. This exemption
merely allows creators to exercise the fair use defense currently granted to them under the
Copyright Act.
An example of when an individual would still be held liable includes situations whereby
the individual bypasses the anti-circumvention technology of a DVD and either uploads the
entire work to the internet or uses the work in an infringing manner. Similarly, an individual
who distributes physical infringing copies of the DVD would also be guilty of copyright
infringement.
In sum, this exemption pertains only to a specific subclass of individuals who legally
obtain a DVD and proceed to use advanced software and technology to extract, or “rip,” limited
clips for otherwise non-infringing purposes from that DVD. This exemption does not limit
liability for direct or secondary infringement, meaning the copyright holder can still pursue and
enforce all their legal rights under copyright law.
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3. An exemption to the Anti-Circumvention laws is necessary so that creators making legal
reuses of content can obtain the highest quality content. Moreover, a fair use defense is not
and contingent upon the quality of the media used to create a derivative work.
High quality content is a top priority for creators that reuse content, and the ability to
extract samples from DVD media allows creators to produce high quality works and to
communicate their intended message. The ability to communicate one’s contemplated
message does in fact depend on the quality of the video sample acquired, especially as high
definition video becomes the standard. If this exemption were not allowed, creators that reuse
content legally would be unfairly limited to communicating their message in substandard
quality.
Creators who reuse video understand the importance of quality, and know that
subpar video clips impinge on the effectiveness of their message. Take for example San Diego
filmmaker and video creator, Jon Monday. When asked about the importance of quality to him
and his audience, he stated, “It is extremely important, as the video quality directly translates
to the ‘watch-ability’ of the final product. American consumers are very quality conscious and
will pay more attention to well produced documentaries, which include high quality video.”
When the quality of the content is tied so strongly to the potential viewership, it can be
expected that creators will strive to source only the highest quality video clips.
Another factor supporting this exemption is that while fair use is decided on a variety
of factors, the quality of the media reused is not one of them. The Copyright Office should
be wary of policies which discourage fair use by severely limiting access to high quality media
without protecting real and legitimate interests of copyright owners. Relegating legal reuse
of content to low quality copies is a form of limiting our ability to comment and criticize the
culture that surrounds us. A fair use defense will be applicable regardless of the quality of
the media used. To tie the two together runs counter to the purpose and principles of the
Copyright Act. The Librarian should not limit creators’ ability to use high quality media in a legal
manner.
Finally, it is true that a creators may obtain DVD clips by other means that do not
implicate Section 1201(a)(1). For example, if a creator were to legally access a DVD and use
a video camera to record the screen, an analog method of capturing, or another method of
screen capturing, the creator will not be violating Section 1201(a)(1) provisions. That said,
these alternative methods yield video samples of lesser quality and do not produce the
requisite high quality clips that creators and remixers require. Numerous creators we work
with acknowledge this dilemma. For example, when asked what affect the quality of the media
has on his legal reuse of the work, remix artist Martin Leduc says, “When I rip video… I always
try to get byte-to-byte copies of the original files rather than using a ‘screen capture’ program
because copying the files directly helps me avoid degrading the quality of my video source.”
As can be seen through the aforementioned examples, creators consider high quality
content as a top priority. This is especially true if they expect their video to be seen on a large
screen. Creators should not have to choose between violating the law through the use of high
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quality material, or avoiding liability through the use of low quality material. Such a decision
has no place in copyright law nor in fair use analysis.

4. Those who participate in the noncommercial reuse of content rarely have access to legal
counsel and must face the threat of a lawsuit unless they follow the strict demands of the
copyright holder.
NMR knows firsthand that creators who reuse video content noncommercially rarely
have access to legal counsel for guidance as to whether their actions in obtaining media for
their works comply with the restrictions in Section 1201(a)(1). We are aware that there are
few attorneys who work in the area of public interest internet and intellectual property law
providing one-to-one assistance to these important creative communities. The result is that
creators who want to post noncommercial and educational content that relies on fair use, are
unaware they are violating the Copyright Act when they bypass anti-circumvention technology.
Many creators incorrectly assume that as long as their work has a strong fair use argument
then they are free from liability. Without this exemption, creators will be unwittingly violating
copyright law without access to the necessary legal resources to know otherwise.
Further, even the limited number of creators who are aware of the anti-circumvention
measures usually do not have the necessary legal advice to help them navigate the Copyright
Act to their benefit. Without a thorough understanding of the Copyright Act or access to
legal counsel that can advise them of the proper methods to obtain the necessary content,
the creators a) could be liable under Section 1201(a)(1), b) will attempt to avoid legal liability
by posting lower quality, watered-down versions of their videos or c) will simply refrain from
posting content that relies on circumvention.
Lastly, the limited group of creators who manage to legally obtain the necessary content
still have trouble keeping their videos online for their audience. Unfortunately, such creators
face the threat of DMCA takedown notices and other similar content removals because large
copyright holders are aggressive in pursuing their rights through DMCA takedowns and filtering
systems such as Youtube's content ID system. Large media companies send thousands of
takedown notices each month to video hosting websites29 and while many of these notices
do target legitimate acts of infringement, many innocent creators are also mistakenly caught
in the enforcement efforts, like dolphins in a tuna net. Unfortunately, most of these creators
do not know of their rights nor how to respond to such takedowns. As a result, despite strong
fair use arguments, some creators are intimidated by threats from large media companies, and
passively comply with such notices despite the fact that their speech is otherwise legal.
A lack of legal counsel has significant consequences for creators, who many times
face large media companies’ threats alone. Creators reusing content legally already face
DMCA takedown notices and other informal takedown activity by copyright holders that
regularly overreaches the limited monopoly we give copyright holders under the Copyright Act.
29
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Introducing another hurdle for these creators by not allowing this exemption for otherwise
legal reuse of content, would offer one more way to unfairly limit otherwise legal speech and
creativity.
C. Proposed Class 7C: A new exemption to Section 1201(a)(1) is necessary for remix video
creators to meaningfully engage in non-infringing creativity by extracting content from
sources that are currently not available on DVD without unintentionally triggering assertions
that their actions are prohibited by law.
The general background regarding the remix communities and practices described
above in the discussion of Proposed Class #7B applies equally here. To avoid unnecessary
repetition, we incorporate it by reference. Specifically, creators who engage in legal noninfringing uses that utilize non-DVD material do so for many of the same important social,
political, and cultural reasons. They also care just as much about high quality content as those
who access material from DVD sources. Furthermore, non-DVD rippers also face the same lack
of access to legal resources as those who use DVD sources. Essentially, both groups are quite
similar and usually they are one in the same. This proposed exemption applies to a different,
equally important class of works – audiovisual works from authorized sources that are not
currently available on DVD at the time of the reuse of the content.
In addition to the reasons provided in the previous section of this comment, NMR
supports an exemption for use of material from non-DVD sources based on two additional
arguments. First, the media obtained from these non-DVD sources cannot be obtained
elsewhere. Specifically, the material is not currently provided on DVD. Secondly, even if the
content will be provided on DVD sometime in the future, many of the commentaries on current
political events or pressing social issues are time sensitive and lose their effectiveness when
published too late. Because of these reasons, NMR supports the Proposed Class 7C exemption
to Section 1201(a)(1).

1. The chosen content is not available on DVD nor will ever be available on DVD.
Many times, a creator wants to use certain content she notices is not available on DVD
format. Furthermore, many television shows, news broadcasts, or other audiovisual works will
never even make it to DVD format. As a result, the creator’s hands are tied – she may either
seek another format to retrieve the work or she must go without it. Creators have no other
choice but to turn to other non-DVD formats to obtain the work. Such formats include Amazon
Unbox, iTunes Store, Hulu.com, and many other legally streaming websites.
NMR believes these works should be treated the same by the Librarian as that of works
that utilize content from DVDs because the legal reuses are the same, and the material taken
from a legally obtained non-DVD source is functionally no different than material taken from a
legally obtained DVD. When a creator purchases a subscription to an online video store or
legally downloads a movie from a licensed vendor, the creator is merely skipping the step of
physically going to their local video store and purchasing the DVD. Every other step is the same
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– the remixer uses the same technology to extract the clip and uses the clip in the same fair use
manner as if she purchased the DVD from a store. The technical difference between purchasing
a DVD from a store or purchasing a movie from an online retailer should have no bearing on the
fair use analysis, especially in light of the fact that the movie or video might never even be sold
on DVD. When the remixer needs the clip to further the message in their remix, they do not
always have the choice to obtain that content from a DVD. And when this occurs, the remixer
should not be penalized by the strict provisions of Section 1201(a)(1).

2. Even if the content will become available on DVD sometime in the future, many of the
remixes are time sensitive and creators cannot wait for the release of the DVD.
Even when certain content will eventually be available on DVD format, many remixers
want to share their work in a timely fashion where the humor, criticism, or commentary is only
relevant when viewed against the backdrop of current events. When a remixer must wait,
sometimes even up to a year, the message loses its effectiveness or becomes irrelevant.
Therefore, timing of a remix artist’s message is just as important as the message itself.
Most remixers understand the importance of timeliness. Anita Sarkeesian, the
creator and producer of Feminist Frequency, an online web series that deconstructs popular
culture texts from a feminist perspective, expresses the importance timeliness plays in her
commentary:
“It is of utmost importance that I can access video clips of current events,
whether it be news footage or movies still screening in theaters. If I am making
a video about a current screening film, I need to access footage of that film
in order to provide evidence for my argument. If I waited until the film was
released on DVD or Blueray to make and release my video, I would lose my
audience since the film is no longer current, interesting or compelling to my
potential viewers.”
Ms. Sarkeesian is not the only creator that fears she could lose her audience without
access to current footage. Another pertinent example comes from Martin Leduc, a video remix
artist. He admits that his “remixes respond to very specific events that are being covered in the
media. In these cases, [he] needs to get [his] clips in as timely as manner as possible so that
[he] can contribute to the discussions about these events while they are still taking place.” If
the requested exemption is not extended to non-DVD material, Martin will be precluded from
discussing the current events that he hopes to highlight while public discussions of those events
is taking place.
Without this new exemption, Ms. Sarkeesian and Mr. Leduc would be limited in their
otherwise legal social commentaries on popular media and events. If they are required to
wait, the messages could be lost altogether. It is important to protect this fair use by allowing
creators like Ms. Sarkeesian and Mr. Leduc, and the thousands of others like them, the right to
extract footage of clips that are not available on a DVD.
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Finally, the need for timeliness is highlighted by political events. Political commentary is
a highly protected form of fair use that relies on timely reuse of footage, and strictly limiting
this exemption to DVD material will greatly hinder creators’ ability to fairly and accurately
comment on the political news of the day. Specifically, creators will be forced to avoid any and
all anti-circumvention tools that help them gain access to clips, even if the use of those clips
clearly falls within the bounds of fair use. As expressed by filmmaker and video creator Jon
Monday, video clips of current events “directly relate to the objective of putting out
documentaries that address timely issues. If a bill is pending before Congress, or a vote before
Americans, getting timely video to illustrate the issue is at least as critical as the issue itself.”
As can be seen through the examples above, it is essential that the Section 1201(a)(1)
exemption not be limited exclusively to DVD use. The difference between DVD and non-DVD
footage is merely technical, and limiting the exemption to DVD use will only artificially limit
creators’ ability to legally reuse relevant, timely material to engage in political, social, and
cultural commentary.

III. CONCLUSION
For the forgoing reasons, we encourage the librarian of the Copyright Office to enact the
proposed exemptions to Section 1201(a)(1) for proposed classes 5, 7B, and 7C.

Respectfully submitted,

_____________________________________________
Art Neill, Benjamin Hoffman, and Ashley Gray
New Media Rights
3405 Kenyon St. Suite 402
San Diego, CA 92110
619-591-8870
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www.newmediarights.org
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